This paper expands the field of complex number to general plural. Discussion on the forth power general plural is emphasized, then creates the four fundamental operations of arithmetic and calculus which can be applied to the project.
Introduction
Extended number field shall fall across plenty of problem, for example:definition of general plural;four fundamental operations of general plural;function's calculous in general plural field;norm axiom's problem in general plural field;Fourier transform in general plural field;engineering application's problem after extended number field.In order to expand number's extension,we can define 1
).Using this definition,we can find some theoretics of general plural to expand number's extension.For example:when n=2,that is plural we defined before.This paper emphasizes the argumentation on circs when n=4,and calls it quartic general plural,then strikes up four fundamental and calculous operations;morover probes deeply into the matter on this circs [1] . Definiens for quartic general plural:
j  。 Underside,we attempt to establish some basic operations.
Discussion in four fundamental operations of forth power general plural
Considering the geometry significance of general plural,first considers circs when n=4, generic form is: z r ai bj cij
Lemma 1(forth power general plural's spread Cauchy-Riemann conditions) 
z a x y v w ib x y v w jc x y v w ijd x y v w
    ； z x iy jv ijw     Attestation:if ( ) ( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , ) f
Acquirability from same principle: Thereinto one expressions is () 
